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Abstract. The importance of genomic data for health is rapidly growing but 

accessing and gathering information about variants from different sources is 

hindered by highly heterogeneous representations of variants, as outlined by clinical 
associations (AMP/ASCO/CAP) in their recommendations. To enable a smooth and 

effective retrieval of variant-containing documents from different resources, we 

developed a tool (https://goldorak.hesge.ch/synvar/) that generates for any given 
SNP – including variant not present in existing databases – its corresponding 

description at the genome, transcript and protein levels. It provides variant 

descriptions in the HGVS format as well as in many non-standard formats found in 
the literature along with database identifiers. We present the SynVar service and 

evaluate its impact on the recall of a genomic variant curation-support service. Using 

SynVar to search variants in the literature enables to increase the recall by +133.8% 
without a strong impact on precision (i.e. 93%).  
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1. Introduction 

In the search for accelerating medical discoveries and improving health, genomic data is 

gaining increasing importance. Cohorts of human genomes are getting larger and cancer 

sequencing has become routine. Such data facilitate the study of the underlying causes 

of diseases, help refining care planning and treatment efficacy. But accessing and 

gathering genomic data and variants information from different sources are highly 

challenging. 

Genetic variants correspond to a change from a template sequence and can be 

described using various reference sequences and at different levels (genome, transcript, 

protein). A given variant can thus correspond to several descriptions, even when using 

nomenclature standards as described by the HGVS society [1]. The combinatorial nature 

of the different description levels (many-to-many relationships), due to gene 

overlapping, isoforms and genetic code redundancy, hinder a linear mapping between 
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them. While many databases of polymorphisms and variants exist, such as ClinVar, 

COSMIC or dbSNP, using those resources as terminologies is fairly challenging since 

they do not identify variants at the same level. Besides, although guidelines from clinical 

associations (AMP/ASCO/CAP) recommend unambiguous variants naming for 

interpretation and reporting [2], resources such as the biomedical literature tend to use 

heterogenous and non-standard ways of representing variants like missing reference 

sequence leading to ambiguous position, or fancy syntaxes.  

To enable a smooth and effective retrieval of documents containing variants, we 

developed a service to expand variant queries, SynVar. This service provides for a given 

SNP its corresponding description at the genome, transcript and protein levels, in the 

HGVS format as well as in many non-standard descriptions found in the literature (e.g. 

BRAFV600E). The SynVar service is being used for query expansion by Variomes 

(https://candy.hesge.ch/Variomes/), a high recall search engine to support the curation of 

genomic variants [3]. It is also used by CINECA, which develops a federated 

infrastructure for genetic data sharing, implementing GA4GH standards, and their 

Beacon models to query cohorts for genetic variants over many data nodes 

(https://www.cineca-project.eu). We present, here, the architecture of SynVar, along 

with an evaluation of its impact on the recall of variant searches in the literature and the 

frequency distribution of the different expansion patterns encountered in the literature. 

2. Methods 

2.1. SynVar architecture 

The main steps of the SynVar service are presented below. Depending on the description 

level of the queried variant, the order and the steps may slightly differ. 
Query processing. Variants can be queried at the level of the protein, transcript or 

genome, dbSNP or COSMIC identifier. Variant is extracted from the query using regular 

expressions. The variant does not need to be in a standard HGVS format. The reference 

gene, chromosome or sequence is also extracted using regular expressions from the ref 
parameter, if given, or the variant parameter. If it is provided within the variant 
parameter, no specific format or order is required (e.g. "Val600Glu, BRAF"). Gene name 

is validated through the neXtProt API [4]. The description level of the variant is optional 

and guessed from its format if not provided with the query. 
Variant validation. For protein and transcript variants, reference sequence 

identifiers corresponding to the provided gene are retrieved using the neXtProt API, 

including isoforms if iso parameter is set to true. Protein or transcript fasta sequences are 

retrieved from neXtProt and NCBI E-utilities [5] respectively. Reference amino acid or 

base of the variant is then checked against the reference sequences at the variant position. 

For genomic variants, validation is done against assemblies GRCh37 and GRCh38 using 

variantValidator [6]. If a gene is provided instead of a chromosome, the validation is 

done on the corresponding chromosome only if the position lies within the given gene. 

Translation/Backtranslation. Valid protein and transcript variants in HGVS 

format, as generated by the validation or conversion steps, are, respectively, 

backtranslated using Mutalyzer Back Translator and translated using runMutalyzerLight 
tools [7]. Several variants may be generated by backtranslation due to amino acid code 

redundancy. 
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Mapping/Conversion. Transcript variants are mapped to GRCh37 and GRCh38 

assemblies and genomic variants are converted to transcript variants using 

variantValidator or, when not available, Mutalyzer numberConversion service. 

Variant identifiers. DbSNP identifiers are retrieved based on the chromosome 

reference sequence and position using NCBI e-Utilities, after the mapping to the genomic 

build. If a dbSNP identifier is provided as a query, the different genomic variants 

corresponding to the identifier are collected using NCBI e-Utilities. For COSMIC, the 

mapping between transcript variants and COSMIC identifiers are retrieved from the 

downloaded COSMIC Mutation data [8] and used to provide COSMIC identifiers in the 

output and to enable query expansion from a COSMIC identifier. 
Syntactic variations. For each level of variant description, a set of syntactic 

variations is provided. It represents the most common variant description formats as 

encountered in the literature, based on previously described patterns [9] and on a 

preliminary evaluation of variant recognition in literature. 

Output. Results are returned as a list of genomic variants, along with their 

corresponding transcript and protein variants in HGVS and non-standard formats. The 

output can be in XML or JSON Beacon format. 

2.2. Evaluation 

To evaluate SynVar, we performed two experiments. Both experiments are based on a 

set of 766 variants in BRCA1 and BRCA2. This set was built using BRCAExchange [10] 

and corresponds to all missense SNPs for BRCA1 and BRCA2 from LOVD [11].  

First, we evaluated the effect of variant expansion generated by SynVar on the recall 

of a set of variant searches. Literature in PubMed Central was searched for the 766 

variants using the Variomes APIs [3]. Two searches were performed for each variant: 

the first used only the term mentioned in the list (e.g. M18T) while the second expanded 

the query with all variant descriptions suggested by SynVar (e.g. 53T>C).  

Second, we investigated how the different description levels and syntactic synonyms 

suggested by SynVar were represented in the literature. To this extent, a set of 61 

expansion patterns (Table 1) was defined to represent the SynVar synonyms: 18 patterns 

at the genome level, 18 patterns at the transcript level and 25 patterns at the protein level. 

The Variomes APIs were used to retrieve all variant occurrences in PubMed Central for 

the 766 variants. Each occurrence was then mapped to one of the 61 patterns.  

 

Table 1. Example of expansion patterns generated for representing SynVar variant synonyms 

Pattern Level Example of variant 
\d+[ACGT]\s*>\s*[ACGT] Genome 43124044A > G 

\d+[ACGT]/[ACGT] Transcript 53T/C 

p\.[A-Z][a-z]{2}\d+[A-Z][a-z]{2} Protein p.Met18Thr 

3. Results 

3.1. Availability 

The SynVar service is available as a SaaS via an Open API 

(https://goldorak.hesge.ch/synvar/). The GUI is mainly for demonstration and debugging 

purposes. Output is available in different formats, including Beacon format.  
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3.2. Impact of SynVar on variant search 

Results of the impact of SynVar on the recall for variant search are presented in Table 2. 

Searching variants in literature using variant expansion resulted in an improvement of 

the recall by 133.8%. Indeed, while a query with a single term for representing the variant 

returned on average 3 documents, using all SynVar descriptions enabled retrieving on 

average 7 documents. It also significantly reduced the number of queries without any 

results: without SynVar, 255 queries returned no documents, while using SynVar 

enabled finding documents for 118 of these 255 queries. Among documents retrieved 

using SynVar, 93% were relevant as estimated by a manual analysis of a subset of 27 

documents retrieved from five random queries. 

 

Table 2. Results of the comparison of Variomes with and without SynVar 

 Without SynVar With SynVar 

Mean number of documents retrieved per query 3 7 

Total number of documents retrieved for all queries 2304 5387 

Number of queries with no results 255 137 
 

3.3. Evaluation of the SynVar variants’ expansion patterns distribution 

Out of the 766 queries, 137 queries resulted in no document. In addition, for 6 queries, 

our system failed to map the variant occurrence to one of the expansion patterns. We thus 

present the results using the remaining 623 queries. 7037 variant occurrences were 

identified and mapped to expansion patterns. On average, a variant was represented in 

the literature under 3.3 different patterns (min: 1; max: 8). 60.6% of variant occurrences 

corresponded to a variant at the protein level, 28.2% at the transcript level and 11.2% at 

the genome level (Figure 1). Among the protein patterns proposed by SynVar, three 

patterns dominated and represented respectively 60.9%, 28.5% and 10.1% of all protein 

patterns. One pattern was largely represented in the transcript patterns with 94.2% of the 

occurrences. At the genome level, it is the dbSNP identifier which was mostly impactful 

with 95.1% of the occurrences.  

 

Figure 1. Number of occurrences found in the literature for each variant pattern returning matches 
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4. Discussion 

We propose a service to facilitate the retrieval of variant-containing documents from 

heterogeneous resources. Its main advantage compared to existing tools, such as tmVar 

[12,13], is that it processes variants independently of a database, resulting in a much 

broader recall [3]. Indeed, using a database limits the coverage due to its specific purpose 

(polymorphism vs somatic variants database) and decreases the specificity when 

position-only based (like dbSNP). The impact of SynVar on literature search recall is 

important, as it more than doubles the number of retrieved documents without strongly 

altering precision (i.e. 93%). Searching for the classical pattern would allow to catch 

only 50% of the occurrences. While six patterns represent more than 95% of occurrences, 

even a few matches may be of importance for rare variants, which accounts for the vast 

majority of variants. In a future work, additional patterns as well as non-SNP variants 

will be considered along with the pre-indexing of documents to improve efficiency, using 

methods such as Named Entity Recognition [14] and requiring variant normalization. 
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